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Technomarine indulges 
in childhood nostalgia
Claire Adler

A startling juxtaposition of comic book characters and luxury

craftsmanship has resulted in Technomarine’s Marvel limited

editions, offering a completely unique and refreshingly quirky

collecting experience. QP spoke to Technomarine founder Franck

Dubarry to find out how the Californian diving watch company 

has once again taken traditional watch design into almost

unimaginable territory.
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says, rather dramatically. But what sets these

watches apart is their style; they are unconven-

tional, audacious and ironic. “Most high-end

watches are conformist, but that’s not what

we’re about,” explains Dubarry.

A flying start
From the start, Dubarry has concerned himself

with superior craftsmanship, innovation in design

and technology, and a passion for the ocean.

Born in Algeria in 1961 in a town surrounded by

sea and Sahara sand, he joined the French swim-

ming and rugby teams whilst at college and

practiced karate for 15 years. While studying law

at Aix en Provence, he worked as a sailing and

diving instructor during the summer breaks. He

then moved into advertising – working predomi-

nantly for fashion brands – while continuing to

pursue his sporting interests.

Amidst the balmy environs of St Tropez, Dubarry

launched the Raft, his first Technomarine watch

in 1997 – an elegant, high-tech, stainless-steel

chronograph, water resistant to 200m, with a

(Left) All the Marvel
watches have alligator
leather straps apart 
from the Silver Surfer,
whose bracelet is 
stainless steel ($590).

(Above) The Thing ($590).

turning bezel and a translucent, interchangeable

plastic band. It was a hit: he sold 50,000 in the

first year of production. The ensuing early collec-

tions combined quality craftsmanship and Swiss

technology with creativity and fun.

Celebrity endorsement
It was in 1999 that his vivacious, diamond-set,

coloured gel strap watch, the TechnoDiamond,

caused a storm following its launch at the Basel

Fair. Its groundbreaking design cleverly fused the

functions of a diving watch and the glamour of a

luxury accessory with Technomarine’s signature

interchangeable gel bands and diamonds set in a

stainless-steel revolving bezel.

It received positive recognition from the 

trade and was soon seen to be adorning the

wrists of such diverse A-listers as Madonna,

Barbara Streisand, Ringo Starr, Donald Trump and

Arnold Schwarzenegger. The exposure that

followed sent consumer demand soaring 

beyond the existing retail supply and sales for

Technomarine skyrocketed into the tens of
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Expensive watches are for grown ups and comic

books are for children, aren’t they? Well, maybe

it is not that simple. Technomarine’s Marvel

collection pieces are serious diving watches with

a great sense of humour and a shameless love of

fashion, all rolled into one. With a playful take on

Technomarine’s distinctive style, they have been

designed to awaken the nostalgia harboured by

30- and 40-somethings for the superheroes of

their youth.

Launched to coincide with 2003’s summer block-

buster The Incredible Hulk, the Marvel limited-

edition series was inspired by five of the legendary

comic publisher’s characters: The Incredible Hulk,

Silver Surfer, The Thing, Captain America and the

only female character, Spider-Girl.

Franck Dubarry, creative director and founder of

Technomarine, believes the appeal of the Marvel

collection resides in appealing to the happiest

emotions of childhood. “It’s the exhilaration of a

Proustian moment, like when he tastes the

madeleine and the memory takes him back,” he

(Left) The star of the collection – with
136 diamonds – and the only female:
Spider-Girl ($2,040).

(Previous page) Captain America ($590).
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exception of the Spider-Girl model (sold alone,

Spider-Girl is the only piece in the Marvel collec-

tion to have its bezel set with 136 white

diamonds totalling 1.1 ct.). Two hundred and fifty

numbered boxes are being sold worldwide with

all five characters, after which each model will be

produced and sold on its own.

“I grew up reading Marvel comic adventures and

watching Marvel cartoons; I was always fasci-

nated by the action, colour and graphics of the

characters,” says Dubarry. “By creating the

Marvel collection, I am offering consumers a way

to bring these great American icons into their

day-to-day lives via Swiss timepieces that

combine Swiss movements, precious stones and

metals, and the finest alligator straps and metal

bands,” he says.

Dubarry is buzzing with ideas and is passionate

about merging “fun, fashion and lifestyle”

through his brand. A former award-winning

amateur polo player, he has consciously chan-

nelled his passion for sport into Technomarine’s

sponsorship of a polo team, which won the Polo

Masters Cup in Megève in 2002. Last year saw

the introduction of an eyewear and pen collec-

tion, and Technomarine leather goods, shoes and

a fragrance are all in the pipeline for 2004. “Go

check out the updated website,” he enthuses.

“You’ll have a blast”.�
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millions almost overnight. When quizzed on the

demographic of Technomarine’s high-profile

customers since that initial rush, Dubarry confi-

dently answers: “Everyone.”

Everyone? Well, apparently royal dignitaries have

bought Technomarine watches in their droves.

They include Prince Albert of

Monaco, the King of Morocco, the

Sultan of Brunei and various members of

the Spanish royal family. You will have to

judge for yourself whether their fashion senses

are anything to go by…

No mean feat for any nascent watch brand; not

least one started seven years ago in the

Dubarry’s modest Californian home, equipped

with just one computer. Today, Technomarine is a

member of the Swiss Watch Federation, employs

100 staff and has its headquarters in Geneva. Its

watches are distributed throughout the world, in

more than 50 countries at 1,500 points of sale,

with 500 retail outlets in the USA alone. The

first stand-alone store opened in Paris, off

the Champs Elysées, last summer.

Childhood icons
Technomarine now holds the exclusive licence

for the five Marvel characters within the luxury

watch sector. By virtue of such exclusivity,

combined with their intrinsic eccentricity, the

watches themselves are collector’s pieces with

an ironic twist. All are presented in a wooden,

leather-lined collector’s box containing miniature

models of the five superhero characters, with the

This model is the collector’s
favourite, largely attributed 
to last year’s movie release:
The Hulk ($590).

One of the first TechnoDiamond
models, launched at BASEL-
WORLD 1999. A glamorous
update on Technomarine’s 
original dive watch, its most
noticeable feature is a brilliant
1.1 ct. diamond revolving bezel.
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